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1  Introduction 
The idea of quarter symmetric linear connection was introduced by Golabh S.  [14] in 1975. Various properties of quarter 
symmetric connection is studied by Mishra R.S.  and Pandey S.N.  [10], Rastogi S.C.  [13],. Mondal A.K and De U.C.  [2], 
Sengupta J. and Biswas B.  [6] and many others. In 2003 Sengupta J. and Biswas B.  studied quarter symmetric non 
metric connection on a sasakian manifold. Adati and Matsumoto [18] defined para sasakian Manifold and special para 
sasakian manifold which are special classes of an almost para contact manifold introduced by Sato [5]. Para sasakian 
manifold has been studied by Aditi T., Miyazawa D. [19] and others. In this paper we have studied some results on a 
quarter symmetric connection on P-sasakian Manifold. We have also studied some properties of quarter symmetric metric 
connection in P sasakian manifold, 2W curvature tensor, Pseduo projective curvature tensor in Sasakian manifold. A 
linear connection D  in an n- dimensional differentiable manifold M (where n is odd) is said to be semi-symmetric 
connection if its torsion tensor T of type (1, 2) is defined as  
 ],[=),( YXXDYDYXT YX   
  
 .)()(= YXXY    (1) 
 for arbitrary vector fields X and Y, where   is 1-form. If T vanishes then the manifold M becomes torsion free. The 
connection D  on the manifold is a metric connection, if there is a Riemannian metric g in M such that 0=Dg , 
otherwise it is non metric. Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries and some definitions. In section 3 we have studied 
covaraiant derivative of Riemannian curvature with respect to quarter symmetric metric connection. Also we have proved 
the Bianchi’s identity with respect to quarter symmetric metric connection. In section 4 we have obtained some results on 
pseudo projective curvature tensor, con-circular curvature tensor and Weyl cutvature tensor. In this section we have also 
proved that covariant derivative of 2W -curvature is equal to the Riemannian curvature with respect to quarter symmetric 
metric connection.  
2  Preliminaries 
An n-dimensional (where n is odd) differentiable manifold M is called an almost paracontact manifold if it admits almost 
paracontact structure   ,,  consisting of a (1,1) tensor field  , a vector field   and 1-form   satisfying  
    )(=2 XXX   (2) 
  
 1,=)(  (3) 
  
 0=o  (4) 
 and  
 0.=o  (5) 
 The structure ),,(   has a compatible Riemannian metric g such that  
 )()(),(=),( YXYXgYXg    (6) 
 or equivalently  
 ),(=),( YXgYXg   (7) 
 and  
 )(=),( XXg   (8) 
 for all TMYX & , then M is said to be an almost paracontact Riemannian manifold equipped with an almost 
paracontact Rimannian structure ),,,( g . An almost para contact Riemannian manifold is called a P-sasakian 
manifold if it satisfies  
  )()(2)(),(=)( YXXYYXgYX   (9) 
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 ,, TMYX   
where   is Levi Civita connection of the Riemannian metric [8].  
 From above equations we have  
 XX  =  (10) 
  
 TMYXYXgXY YX  ,),,(=)(=)(   (11) 
 In an n-dimensional (where n is odd) P-sasakian manifold M, the curvature tensor R, Ricci operator Q and Ricci tensor S 
satisfy [18]  
 ,)()(=),( XYYXYXR    (12) 
  
 ,),()(=),(  YXgXYYXR   (13) 
  
 ),(1)(=),( XnXS    (14) 
  
 ),()(1)(),(=)),(( YXnYXSYXS    (15) 
  
 ),(),()(),(=),),((=)),(( XZYgYZXgZYXRgZYXR    (16) 
  
 ),(=)()(=)),(( YXgYXYXR   (17) 
  
 A linear connection 
~
 in a Riemannian manifold is said to be quarter symmetric metric connection [17], if its torsion 
tensor satisfies  
 ],[
~
  
~
   =),( YXXYYXT YX   (18) 
  .)()(= YXXY    (19) 
 A quarter symmetric metric connection
~
  is given by  
 XYYY XX  )(=
~
    (20) 
 If XX =)( , then quarter symmetric connection becomes semi symmetric connection where   is Riemannian 
connection. A quarter symmetric connection 
~
 satisfying following condition  
 0=),)(
~
( ZYgX  (21) 
 for all ZYX &,  TM , where TM is Lie algebra of vector fields of the manifold M. The quarter symmetric connection 
satisfying (21) for the metric g is called quarter symmetric metric connection. If RandR
~
 are curvature tensors with 
respect to connections  and
~
 respectively then we have  
  )(),(2),(3),(3),,(=),,(
~
YUXgXUYgYUXgUYXRUYXR   
 XUYYUXXUYg )()(2)()(2)(),(2    (22) 
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 ., TMYX   
Definition 2.1 Let M be an odd dimensional P-Sasakian manifold of dimension n then 2W curvature tensor of M 
with respect to Levi-Civita connection   is defined by [8]  
 ]),(),([
1
1
),(=),(2 QYZXgQXZYg
n
ZYXRZYXW 

  (23) 
  
 ., TMYX   
Definition 2.2 Let M  be an odd dimensional P -Sasakian manifold of dimension n  then the pseudo-projective 
curvature tensor P  is defined by  
 ]),(),([),(=),( YZXSXZYSbZYXaRZYXP   (24) 
  
 TMYXYZXgXZYgb
n
a
n
r









 ,],),(),([
1
 
where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are constants such that both SRandba ,0,   and r  are the curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and 
scalar curvature respectively [8].  
Definition 2.3  Let M be an n-dimensional P-Sasakian manifold where n is odd then the Pseudo projective curvature 
tensor P  is defined as  
 ]),(),([),(=),( YZXSXZYSbZYXaRZYXP   
  YZXgXZYgb
n
a
n
r
),(),(
1









  (25) 
 ,, TMYX   
where R is curvature tensor, S is Ricci tensor & r is scalar curvature & a,b are parameters such that 0, ba .  
Definition 2.4 The con circular curvature tensor [2] is  
 ]),(),([
1)(
),(=),(
~
YZXgXZYg
nn
r
ZYXRZYXC 

  (26) 
  
 ., TMYX   
Definition 2.5 The Weyl curvature tensor is defined by  
 ]),(),(),(),([
2
1
),(=),(
~
LYZXgLXZYgYZXSXZYS
n
ZYXRZYXW 

  
 }),(),({
2)1)((
YZXgXZYg
nn
r


  (27) 
 for all TMZYX ,, , where r is scalar curvature & is symmetric endomorphism of the tangent space corresponding to 
Q the Ricci Tensor [2].  
Definition 2.6 A para sasakian manifold is called special para sasakian manifold if M admits a 1-form   satisfying  
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 )()(),(=))(( YXYXgYX    (28) 
Definition 2.7 An n-dimensional (where n is odd) P-Sasakian manifold is  -Einstein if the Ricci tensor S satisfies 
 )()(),(=),( YXbYXagYXS   (29) 
 TMYX  ,  
where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are smooth functions on the manifold. The  -Einstein manifold reduces to an Einstern manifold if 0b  
3  Curvature properties in quarter symmetric connection 
 The curvature tensor with respect to quarter symmetric metric connection 
~
 is quarter defined by  
 ZZZZYXR YXXYYX ],[
~~~~~
=),(
~
  
 ])([
~
))((
~
= FXZXFYZZ ZYYX    
 
 )],()([ ],[ YXFZZYX    where F=  
 
 ],[)()(
~
)()(
~
)(
~
)()(
~
= ],[ YXFZZFXZZFYZZ YXYXYXYX    
                                                                                                                             ... ... ... by help of equation (20)  
 })({})(){()(= FYZZFXFYFYZFXZZ XXYXYYX    
 
 ],[)(})(){( ],[ YXFZZFYFXFXZ YXY    
 
 FYZFXZZYXR XY  )()(),,(=   
 
 ].[)()()( XYFZFXZFYZ YXYX    
  
 FYFXZZFXFYZZZYXR XY )]()()([)]()()([),,(=    
 
 ]),(),(),,([= FYZXFXZYZYXR    
where  
 )()()(=),( FYZZZY Y    
 
 ),,(),,(),,(=),,(
~
),,(
~
),,(
~
YXZRXZYRZYXRYXZRXZYRZYXR   
 
 0=),,(
~
),,(
~
),,(
~
YXZRXZYRZYXR   (30) 
 which is Bianchi’s first identity for quarter symmetric metric connection. Thus we state the following theorem.  
Theorem 3.1 The Riemannian curvature tensor with respect to quarter symmetric metric connection satisfies the 
following condition for P- Sasakian Manifold 
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 0=),,(
~
),,(
~
),,(
~
YXZRXZYRZYXR   (31) 
  
 .&, TMZYX   
 Since  
 FYZXFXZYZYXRZYXR ),(),(),,(=),,(
~
   
 
   
 
 FYXZ ZX ])()[(    
For P-sasakian manifold  
  )()(2)(),(=))(( YXXYYXgYX   (32) 
  
 )(, MTYX   
 
 FXYZgZYgZYXRZYXR )],(),([),,(=),,(
~
   
 
 FYXZgZXg )],(),([    
Taking covariant derivative with respect to X both sides  
 ),,(=),,(
~
ZYXRZYXR XX   (33) 
 because for quarter symmetric metric connection 0=g . Thus we state the following theorem.  
Theorem 3.2 Covariant derivative of Riemannian curvature with respect to is Riemannian connection is equal to 
covariant derivative of Riemannian curvature with respect to quarter symmetric metric connection for P- Sasakian 
Manifold.  
 For P -Sasakian manifold  
 )()()(=),(  XX X   (34)  
 ).()(= XX    (35) 
  
 )(= X  (36) 
  
 ),(=),(  XgX   (37) 
 The curvature tensor KandK  and is given by  
 ),),((=),,,( UZYXRgUZYXK  (38) 
 and  
 ),),(
~
(=),,,(
~
UZYXRgUZYXK  (39) 
 For quarter symmetric metric connection 0=gX .  
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 ),,,(
~
=0=),,,( UZYXKUZYXK   
Hence we state the following theorem.  
Theorem 3.3 The covariant derivative of curvature tensor with respect to Riemannian connection and quarter 
symmetric metric connection both are equal to zero for P- Sasakian Manifold.  
Since for P-Sasakian manifold  
 ),(=),(  XgX   
Taking covariant derivative both sides we get 0=),(=),(  XgXX  , for quarter symmetric metric connection  
Corollary 1 The tensor field   of type (0,2) satisfy  
 ),(=),(),(=),(  XgXXX   
For P-Sasakian manifold  
 
),(=)(
)()(2)(),(=)(
YXgY
YXXYYXgY
X
X




 
 Thus we state the following theorem.  
Theorem 3.4 The covariant derivative of   for quarter symmetric metric connection satisfies  
  ),(=)( YXgYX  
.  
 Since  
 
)(=),(
),()()(=),(
ZZY
FYZZZY
Y
Y




 
 
 FYZXFXZYZYXRZYXR ),(),(),,(=),,(
~
   
  
 FYZFXZZYXR XY )()(),,(=    (40) 
 Taking inner product of (40) with Z we get  
 ),()(),()(),(=),(
~
ZFYgZZFXgZYXSYXS XY    
 
 
),(),(),(),(),(=
),(),(),(),(),(=
1=
iii
n
n
eFYgeXgeFXgZYgYXS
ZFYgZXgZFXgZYgYXS





 
 
 )],(),(1)[(),(=
)],(),(1)[(),(=
FYXgXFYgnYXS
FYXgFXYgnYXS


 
 
 ),(1)2(),(=),(
~
FYXgnYXSYXS   (41) 
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 The 2W curvature tensor is given by  
 }
~
),(
~
),({
1
1
),(
~
=),(
~
2 YQZXgXQZYg
n
ZYXRZYXW 

  
where Q
~
 is Ricci Operator. Taking inner product  
 )},
~
(),(),
~
(),({
1
1
),,,(
~
=),,,(
~
2 UYQgZXgUXQgZYg
n
UZYXKUZYXW 

  
 
 )},(
~
),(),(
~
),({
1
1
),,,( UYSZXgUXSZYg
n
UZYXK 

  
Taking covariant derivative & using 0=g  we get  
 KW
~
=
~
2   (42) 
 Thus we state the following theorem.  
Theorem 3.5 The covariant derivative of 2W -curvature with respect to quarter symmetric metric connection is equal 
to covariant derivative of Riemannian Curvature for P- Sasakian Manifold.  
4  Pseudo projective & con-circular curvature tensor 
The Pseudo-projective curvature tensor P
~
 with respect to the quarter symmetric metric connection 
~
 is defined as  
 ]),(
~
),(
~
[),(
~
=),( YZXSXZYSbZYXRaZYXP   
 ]),(),([
1
~
YZXgXZYgb
n
a
n
r









  
 ]),(),(),,([= FYZXFXZYZYXRa    
 XFZYgnZYSb )},(1)2(),([{   
 ])},(1)2(),({ YFZXgnZXS   
 ]),(),([
1
)(1)(
YZXgXZYgb
n
a
n
tracenr












 
 By (26) and taking covariant derivative both sides we get  
 ZYXPZYXP ),(=),(
~
  (43) 
 Thus we state the following theorem.  
Theorem 4.1 In an n  dimensional(where n is odd) Sasakian manifold the pseudo projective curvature tensor is same 
with respect to Riemannian connection and quarter symmetric metric connection for P- Sasakian Manifold.  
 Now taking inner product of (26) by Z  we get  
 )],(),(),(),([
1)(
),(=),(
~
iiii eYgeXgeXgeYg
nn
r
YXSYXS  

  
 )],(),([
1)(
),(= YXSXYS
nn
r
YXS 

  (44) 
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 ),(=),(
~
YXSYXS  (45) 
  
 ., TMYX   
Thus we state the following theorem.  
Theorem 4.2 The Ricci tensor of concircular curvature tensor with respect to quarter symmetric metric connection 
and Riemannian connection are same for P- Sasakian Manifold.  
Taking inner product of (27) with Z  we have  
 ),(),([
2
1
),(=),(
~
ii eXgeYS
n
YXSYXS

  
 )],(),(),(),(),(),( iiiiii eLYgeXgLXegeYgYegeXS   
 )],(),(),(),([
2)1)((
YegeYSeXgeYg
nn
r
iiii 

  
 ),(),([
2
1
),(= YXSXYS
n
YXS 

  
 )],(),([
2)1)((
)],(),( YXSXYS
nn
r
LYXSLXYS 

  
 )],(),([
2
1
),(=),(
~
LYXSLXYS
n
YXSYXS 

  
 )],(),([
2
1
),(= LYQXgLXQYg
n
YXS 

  (46) 
 Taking covariant derivative of (46) both sides we get ),(=),(
~
YXSYXS ZZ  , because 0=),( YXgZ , for 
quarter symmetric metric connection. Hence we conclude the following theorem.  
Theorem 4.3 The covariant derivative of Ricci tensor with respect to quater symmetric metric connection for Weyl 
curvature tensor is same as covariant derivative of Ricci tensor with respect to Riemannian connection for P- Sasakian 
Manifold.   
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